In Revenge of the Pale Master the adventurers are thrust into Kizaki, a grimy
industrial city with a violent past casting dark shadows over an uncertain future.
Children are disappearing in the night, stolen by Seiya Fujioka, a nightmarish Figure
called the Pale Master by the fearful populace. Supposedly killed more than twenty
years ago after a similar rash of disappearances, the Pale Master is once again
stealing children and only the PCs have a chance of stopping him. In order to
do so they’ll need to delve into Kizaki’s blood-soaked past as well as its sootstrewn warrens. what they discover will shake the city to its core and bring the
settlement’s industrial barons to their knees.

This is a short excerpt from the Revenge of the Pale Master adventure,
the first stretch goal for the Mists of Akuma Kickstarter.

An Encounter at the
Oyami Tea House

Having been pointed in the direction of a lead by the Pale
Master’s former apprentice, the party may make their way
to the Oyomi Tea House. The Oyami Tea House sits in the
Thousand Red Lanterns pleasure district between a brothel
and a Black Smoke Parlor near the border of Soots, the
poor working class district abutting the industrial district
that is the lifeblood of Kizaki—a miserable place filled with
the destitute and the desperate. The term ‘tea house’ is
hardly accurate; as the party approaches, read the following:
“You find the Oyami Tea House at the end of a small
cul de sac nestled between a brothel and a blacksmoke
den in the seedy strip of the Thousand Red Lanterns district that borders the Soots. The streets are thick with
ragged blacksmoke addicts, wary gamblers, and other
vice seekers along with heavily-augmented thugs that
eschew shirts in order to show off tattoos of mechanical
spiders, brass webs ,and other similar adornments that
mark the store fronts and door ways leading to the various businesses that they are ever near. When you make
your way up the steps and into the Oyami Tea House you
are assaulted by the stench of foul breath and the stink
of unwashed humanity along with cries of victory and
defeat intermixing into an unintelligible roar. Laborers,
peddlers, and professional gamblers sit around nearly a
dozen tables rolling dice and playing Oicho-kabu with
hanafuda shuffled by steady eyed dealers. Both geisha
and taikomochi move through the crowd in worn satin
kimonos that both reveal and conceal in a tantalizing
blend while trying to entreat players next door.
On the far side of the room your eyes fall upon an
older man sitting on a balcony guarded by two thugs
that tower over the other patrons of the Oyami Tea
House. He has a salt and pepper top knot and a short
beard, and like the rest of his gang is sporting a dully
glinting metal limb and elaborate tattoos depicting iron
spiders on webs of brass and bronze that cover a torso
heavy with muscle. He’s easily two decades older than
the rest of his gang, but if anything it only adds to the
menace radiating from the man—there’s no doubt in
your mind that you’ve found Eight Arms Kazuya.”
The Oyami Tea House is clearly a gambling establishment run by the Iron Spiders Gang under the merciless
and tyrannical leadership of Eight Arms Kazuya. When the
party enters Kazuya is joined by at least five full fledged
gang members and a number of lesser prospects. Like so
many other gangsters, Kazuya is largely a product of his
environment; a war refugee that was forced to run with a
vicious pack of half-feral child criminals in order to have
a chance of surviving in the poorest and most dangerous
parts of Kizaki. Kazuya proved strong and cunning, and the
streets shaved away all but a glimmer of his humanity before he was fifteen.

As the party was led to believe, Kazuya and the
Pale Master’s sister (Kimiko Fujioka) were married—
though that ended long ago—and he knows a great
deal about their origins. In fact Kazuya grew up in and
escaped the village of Showa with both Seiya and Kimiko, though their fates took them in different directions
after their refugee group arrived in Kizaki. By the time
they’d reunited Kazuya had already been hardened by
the streets. Perhaps she managed to see the man he
might have been under the man that he was, or perhaps he fooled her into thinking that she had; one way
or another, they were together for a time. When Kimiko
disappeared around the time of the fire that supposedly
consumed her brother, Kazuya claimed that Seiya (the
Pale Master) had dragged her away and murdered her,
though the more astute noticed that the timeline of his
account didn’t quite match up with actual events.
Despite what he told everyone however, Kimiko wasn’t
taken. After her brother was accused of the kidnappings
she suffered a near nervous breakdown, losing the child
she carried. Kazuya, ever a violent man, flew into a fit
and attacked her, beating her badly before she was able
to wound him with his own knife and flee. Given that she
and Kazuya had always discussed heading back home
and rebuilding Showa to escape the city, Kazuya is nearly
certain that she made her way there afterward. Though
he cannot admit it even to himself, not following her is
the great regret of his life.

Getting the Information

Initially Eight Arms Kazuya likely won’t be inclined to
speak to the party at all unless one or more of the characters has a tie to the underworld that he feels may be
profitable. Should they try he snub them, if only to assert his dominance in the situation, though bribery, the
promise of profit, the persuasion of one of his guards or
subordinates, or a particularly good gambling run may
secure the PCs an audience. Given the sensitive nature of
the topic, the group needs to present a compelling argument after they manage to speak to Kazuya to convince
him to voice his suspicions regarding Kimiko’s location.
He may seem suspicious and dismissive, but perceptive
characters that make a DC 20 Wisdom (Insight) check
notice a hint of surprise and the pain of an old wound
when the topic of Kimiko Fujioka is broached, though he
utterly dismisses any assertions to that fact as ridiculous
(particularly if any of his subordinates are within earshot).
Bribery. Kazuya is a criminal at heart and his primary
interest is money. If the party can make him a significant offer, he may be willing to trade information
so long as he believes that they pose no threat to
Kimiko.
Gambling. Kazuya is a man of his word (publically, at
least). If a particularly crafty character is able to appeal to his competitive edge via a game of chance,
they may be able to place wagers against the knowledge he holds.

Persuasion. If a character is intuitive enough to
divine that he has some feeling for his long lost
wife, they may be able to convince Kazuya that
she needs their help.
Intimidation. Threatening Kazuya almost certainly leads to bloodshed—first, he is not a man
easily given to fear, a fact compounded by his
being surrounded by loyal soldiers and in the
center of his power. Any Charisma (Intimidation)
checks made against Kazuya have a minimum
DC of 20 and are made at disadvantage due to
the presence of his many supporters and lackies. A failed check provokes a fight, though if
the party appears particularly formidable he demands they leave on pain of death first. Regardless of failure or success, PCs that attempt to
intimidate Kazuya make an enemy for life.
Violence. When violence erupts most of the patrons, prostitutes, and employees scatter, darting towards exits and doorways to other rooms.
Kazuya and his gang ruthlessly fight almost to
the last man and show no mercy. Nearly all of
them understand that to lose is to expose themselves to attacks by rival gangs, an event that
would almost certainly mean a death sentence.
Kazuya uses the statistics for a Veteran with
a Strength of 16, an AC of 15, and thanks
to his augmetics, martial training, quick reflexes he is able to with any weapons or inflict 1d6+3 with unarmed attacks.
The rest of his gang is comprised of six
Thugs and 5 junior initiates (treated as
Bandits), as well as the Iron Spiders’ acein-the-hole: Kuno-Meinu, a damaged
mekkusenshi bought from disreputable
merchants in Sanbaoshi (and brainwashed to believe that Kazuya is Emperor
Hitoshi himself) that hides in the Oyami Tea
House’s basement.
After four rounds of combat, more Iron Spiders
enter the Oyami Tea House at a rate of one thug
and two bandits every three rounds until the
party or Kazuya is defeated or the doors are
somehow blocked. If the party somehow manages to take Kazuya alive, he still isn’t likely to reveal what he knows—though he might be more
open to persuasion than he was previously.

Playing Kazuya

As mentioned above, Kazuya has survived Kizaki’s
teeming warrens by constantly proving himself to
be the most ruthless and fearsome among his competitors. Now that he’s climbed into a position of
authority he is careful to maintain a constant facade
of absolute strength in front of his subordinates and
other onlookers, particularly as he has crept into his
fifth decade. He is fully aware that to show weakness or any sign of age opens him to attacks by
those below him and Kazuya meets these threats
head-on.

KUNO-MEINU,
DAMAGED MEKKUSENSHI
Large humanoid, neutral
Armor Class 14 (natural)
Hit Points 60 (8d8+24)
Speed
30 ft.
______________________________________________________

STR
DEX
CON
INT
WIS
CHA
18 (+4) 14 (+2) 16 (+3) 9 (–1) 14 (+2) 9 (–1)
______________________________________________________

Saving Throws Dex +4, Con +5, Int +1, Cha +1
Skills Athletics +6, Perception +4, Stealth +4,
Survival +4
Damage Vulnerabilities acid, lightning
Damage Resistances cold, fire, poison
Damage Immunities psychic
Condition Immunities charmed, exhaustion,
frightened, poisoned
Senses darkvision 60 ft., passive Perception 14
Languages Common
Challenge
4 (1,100 XP)
___________________________________________________________
Augmented Leap. Mekkusenshi can vertically jump
a distance equal to half their speed or horizontally
jump a distance equal to their speed without the
need for an ability check.

ACTIONS

Sword Arm. Melee Weapon Attack: +6 to hit, reach
5 ft., one target. Hit: 13 (2d8+4) slashing damage.

